Gesture controlled screens
Upgrade any digital signage!

The most
advanced Digital
Signage Player
We’ve developed the most advanced player
for digital signage and LED boards. Interactive
software has countless creative marketing
possibilities: it offers artificial intelligence or
augmented reality for fun marketing.

Gesture Control
Improve communication with
your customers. We provide
a wide range of applicaitons
controlled by hand and body
movements. It’s not only faster
and more convenient than
touching the screen, but also
more hygienic.

Tapgest Applications
Marketplace
Use our player for an unlimited number of screens and
purchase only apps that you like. Applications marketplace
covers a wide range of interactive applications with countless
marketing possibilities: it offers artificial intelligence
or augmented reality for fun marketing.
Few examples of what you can find on Tapgest
Applications marketplace:
•
•
•
•

stream video or show posts from social media in real time
gesture controlled product showcase
wheel of fortune controlled by hand gestures
various games such as Augmented Reality photo booth
Indoor navigation

...and many other applications

Digital Signage
Platform
Manage your digital OOH network quickly
and efficiently: Tapgest digital signage
platform makes it easy to remotely
manage, plan and edit the advertising
content on your screens. It’s cloud based
and accessible not only from a desktop or
laptop, but also from mobile devices.

Hardware
Upgrade your old digital signage with new capabilities like gesture control and augmented reality. All
you need to do is to add a powerful PC and camera to your old screen and you can enjoy the endless
possibilities of the Tapgest platform. Hardware varies based on the applications you would like to
use: non-interactive ads, touchscreen applications, gesture controlled applications or augmented
reality applications.

Player for static
and dynamic ads

Raspberry Pi 4 4GB,
64GB SD card

Player for
touchscreen apps

Player for gesture
controlled apps

Player for
AR apps

Khadas VIM3 Pro

iCore5, 8GB RAM,
120GB HDD, 8MPx
camera @30fps

iCore7, 16GB RAM, 120GB
HDD, 8MPx camera @30fps

HEADQUARTER
Slovakia
Staré Grunty 18
Bratislava

GLOBAL
Czech republic
Bašty 413/2
Brno

SOUTH EUROPE
Bosna i Herzegovina
ul. Džemala Bijedića broj 160F,
Sarajevo

hello@tapgest.com
www.tapgest.com

